
4th Grade Music Scope & Sequence !
Unit 1-Week 1-5:  Dynamics-use in balance of melody and accompaniment.  Tone Color-
clarinets, especially Bb and bass, function of reeds in clarinets, environmental sounds.  
Tempo-sing and hear songs with a variety of tempos.  Rhythm-long vs. short, beat, strong 
beat, simple rhythms in 4/4 time, whole, half, quarter, duple eighth notes.  Pitch-upward 
& downward movement, learn G, A, B on the treble staff, learn Do, Re, Mi, Sol, La, Do’.  
Texture-sing melody and play simple accompaniment patterns on classroom instruments.  
Form-improvise phrases on classroom instruments, identify sections, phrases, forms (AB, 
ABA).  Style-American folk, late Romantic, classical, 20th century, popular. !
Unit 2-Week 6-8:  Dynamics-loud and soft, crescendo and decrescendo.  Tone Color:  
saxophone family, piano.  Tempo-walking tempo, steady tempo.  Rhythm-2/4 vs. 3/4, 
simple rhythms, meter.  Pitch-letter names of the treble staff-G, A, B, C, half and whole 
steps, use La as tonal center.  Texture-review.  Form-review.  Style-symphonic poem.  
Start recorder work-learn G, A, & B on the recorder. !
Unit 3-Week 9-12:  Dynamics-fortissimo and pianissimo.  Tone Color-identify flute and 
piccolo.  Tempo-identify accelerando and ritardando.  Rhythm- 6/8 time, use dotted 
quarter note as a unit of beat.  Pitch-  letter names of the treble staff D, learn C & D on 
the recorder.  Texture- sing cannons & rounds.  Form- identify call/response form, 
demonstrated mostly in gospel.  Style- Native American music, gospel, country/western. !
Unit 4-Week 13-15:  Dynamics- identify marks pp, p, f, ff.  Tone Color-identify double 
reeds oboe and bassoon.  Tempo-review.  Rhythm-half notes.  Pitch-major and minor 
scales and chords.  Texture-ostinato, use classroom instruments.  Form- review.  Style-
holiday songs, focus on international Christmas, Hanukah, Kwanza, and Las Posadas. !
Unit 5-Week 16-20:  Dynamics-review.  Tone Color:  Orff instruments.  Tempo-use for 
expressive effects.  Rhythm- dotted eighth & sixteenth notes, syncopation.  Pitch- sol-
fedge and corresponding hand signals.  Texture-review.  Form-review.  Style-European 
mountain folk music, Korean music, Eskimo music. !
Unit 6- Week 21-23:  Dynamics-identify mf & mp.  Tone Color- adult vs. children’s 
voices.  Tempo-allegro, lento, presto.  Rhythm- review.  Pitch-review.  Texture-sing/
perform simple 2-part music, melody w/descant.  Form-review.  Style-identify American 
folk, jazz, pop, march. !
Unit 7-Week 24-29:  Dynamics-use dynamic variation.  Tone Color-identify folk 
instruments that are woodwinds.  Tempo-review.  Rhythm- identify changing meters.  
Pitch-identify and name all letter names of the treble staff.  Texture-review.  Form-
identify theme and variations.  Style-Orchestral music, folk music of Ireland, Israel and 
Africa. 



!
Unit 8-Week 30-37: Dynamics-perform and create.  Tone Color-review.  Tempo-allegreto.  
Rhythm-dotted quarter followed by eighth note-perform, identify staccato and legato, 
fermata.  Pitch-identify melodic shape, identify middle C, identify sharps and flats.  
Texture-review.  Form-review.  Style-20th century music.


